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Late Summer 

 2012 

 

Your Town, Your News                         

Gooderham Star 
 

I would like to introduce you to a very energetic and ambitious teenager. Allana 

Paul is 15 years old and will be going into grade 11 in the fall. She lives with her 

parents Phil and Donna and her brother Matthew. She also shares her home with 

her three pets, Lucky a black lab, Chester her Boston terrier and of course Teddy 

her cat. She enjoys playing video games with her brother and also enjoys art. 

Speaking of art let me tell you that she is the best little face painter in Gooder-

ham. This year her and her brother volunteered and were an amazing help with 

our Canada Day Celebration. She spent over four hours painting faces and we 

really appreciated her working so hard to see our Canada Day Celebration be 

successful. This year Allana along with three of her friends in the grade 10 civics 

class were a part of the Youth and Philanthropy Initiative program. Each group had to choose a worthy charity 

in their area. They did their presentation on the 4Cs food bank in the hopes of winning the YPI grant of 

$5,000.00 to help the 4Cs continue their very valuable work within our community. This contest was open to 

Grade 9 and 10 students in Ontario, Quebec and New Brunswick. The YPI representative Sarah Howson was 

impressed by the presentations, referring to the finalist as the best she’d seen among the four schools she had 

visited. It is inspiring to see these young people becoming concerned with the needs within their community 

and working towards doing something to help meet the needs of those who visit the 4Cs. By the way of all the 

groups who presented their charities they earned the $5,000.00 which they were thrilled to present to the 4Cs. 

Also, this summer you can find Allana volunteering at 4Cs. Way to go Allana! Allana shared that when she 

finishes high school she would like to go to Scotland and perhaps attend a college there. Her goal is to become 

an interior decorator. With young people like Allana I think our world is in good hands. 

New Bandstand for Gooderham 
 

The newly formed Bandstand for Gooderham Committee was recently given permission from Council to go 

ahead with their plans to start their fundraising for a new bandstand to replace the now deteriorating one which 

is no longer safe. This bandstand will, or could be used for e.g.: bands, theatre, weddings, teen dances, social 

function, family reunions, etc. This committee is under the umbrella of the “Gooderham Community Action 

group.” The Plans have been drawn up and have been donated to this project. They already have some compa-

nies on board who are willing to help and several volunteers willing to assist in this project, giving their exper-

tise along with their time and energy. They are now seeking donations from businesses and the community. 

This is a big undertaking but they believe that with the communities help we can make it happen. If you would 

like to help with this project or donate towards it please contact Donna Graham 705-447-3448 or Dave Rogers 

705-447-2038. Let us get behind this endeavour for it will take the whole town to see it come to completion. 
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Spotlight On  

Horner Carpentry 

     

     

          

In this issue we’d like to spotlight Brian Horner, of Horner Carpentry. Brian hails from Newmarket         

originally, where he worked for 16 years for Magna founder Frank Stronach doing general repairs,           

maintenance and carpentry at his racehorse farm. Brian moved to Gooderham and built a house in 2003. 

Brian had always wanted to have his own carpentry business, but with starting a family, (he and his wife have 

two young children.) he didn’t want to leave a secure job with benefits. But as fate would have it, over 2 

years ago, Brian learned that no job is secure, and he was permanently laid off. This blessing in disguise gave 

Brian the push he needed to do what he’s always wanted to do. It all started with a job from a cottager, who 

kept adding more work to be done, which kept Brian busy all summer and well into winter. With some      

advertising and good references, Horner Carpentry has been going strong ever since.         

In his spare time, Brian is a captain on our volunteer fire department. If you’ve ever  witnessed our Canada 

Day fireworks display, it is Brian who selects the fire works and puts together the show that he and the other 

members of the fire dept. set off.            

Brian has experience in renovations, additions, decks, docks, building kitchen cabinets, furniture,   ICF foun-

dations and house building. Horner Carpentry is fully insured. 

  For all your home and cottage needs, give Brian a call for a free estimate at 705 447-2556 or 705 854-2556. 

You can also view his page on the Gooderham Business Directory at www.gooderhamontario.com 

The Community Bottle Drive Going Strong 

The Community Bottle drive is doing great thanks to the awesome support of the people in our community. 

We are blown away with the support and generosity of everyone who has gotten behind our efforts to help im-

prove and enhance our community. We are hearing about different projects who could use our support and 

thanks to all of you who have donated their bottles they may be able to see their vision come to fulfillment.                

  Thank you again! If you have a project or improvement that you would like some support with please let us 

know about it. Contact us at b.bader@sympatico.ca 

Please remember that the new drop off location for the bottle drive is at the Tim-BR Mart. Another local busi-

ness has offered to be a second drop off location, but we first need to supply the location with a shed. If you 

have a shed in good condition that you’d like to donate please contact Cec Ryall at 705 447-3473 

On facebook? Don’t forget to join the Gooderham Classifieds page. 

With over 80 members posting their want ads, this is fast becoming 

a great place to find what you’re looking for or advertise your items, 

garage sales, community events, etc.. 
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Canada 

Day  

Report 
 

Our Canada 

Day Celebra-

tion was once 

again a huge 

success. Our 

attendance was up from last year and the fireworks 

were AWESOME. The BBQ was delicious and kept 

the Fire Fighters busy all evening. Once again the kids 

had a great time with the games and “Clara” the Can-

ada Day clown. The horseshoe tournament was well 

attended and the winners Ron Barr and Steve Reil 

took home the trophy. The Fire Dept did a great job 

with their extrication demonstration. Although the 

viewers did not ever want to be in a position where 

they might have to be rescued, they all thought it was 

a great idea to be shown what could happen in the 

event of a serious accident. Many thanks to the Fire 

Fighters and volunteers, who worked so hard to make 

our Celebration such a success. If you have any sug-

gestions for making our Canada Day Celebration an 

even better family event next year we would love to 

hear from you. If you have a suggestion please contact 

Barb Bader at b.bader@sympatico.ca . 

 

A ‘Beary’ Good...Place 

As some of you have noticed there has been changes 

to Donnas Diner....Debbie Rogers will be taking over 

as of September 1st and the restaurants new name 

will be A Beary Good-erham Place to Eat. Menus 

will feature a lot of your regular choices but there 

will be a daily special, you will not see on our regular 

menu. It also will have a kids menu with small meal 

choices, drink and a toy to take home for 2.99, this 

menu may interest some smaller appetites as well. If 

you don't see something on the menu please feel free 

to ask for something to suit your needs -we will do 

our very best to fill your tummy. We are interested in 

suggestions to add to the menu so don't be shy, let us 

know. Debbie still has some work to do before it is 

finished but she is trying to make it different, com-

fortable and inviting. Satellite TV to catch up on 

news , music and even a sports event on cold winter 

days while sitting having a hot coffee or hot choco-

late. Please bear with her as changes take place...hope 

to see you in September. 

 Legend says that when you can’t sleep at 

night, it’s because you're awake in someone 

else's dream. 
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K9 Kleptomaniac by Sally Kenerson 

 
My Alaskan Husky, Wheeler, was always on the lookout for something to steal. 

He started out small – grabbing that thing most dogs love to grab a leather glove. One of our neighbours had a 
seemingly unlimited supply of leather work gloves and Wheeler was able to find a pair on a daily basis. He’d 
trot down the driveway, check out whatever was going on and then come barrelling up the drive, glove in 
hand, well, mouth. Deftly avoiding my attempt at a blockade (no wonder I was a lousy goalie, my dog could 
deke me) he’d run the half mile home, ignoring all stop commands. By the time I arrived, he’d chewed off a 
finger or two, and the neighbour's inventory was down by one. Again. 

But after a while, the easy pickings of gloves off a step didn’t present much of a challenge. He began to ex-
pand his repertoire. 

Toilet paper rolls from another neighbour's outhouse were a novel idea. Then there was the beaver tail. Not the 
fried doughnut kind. While that did not belong to anyone besides the deceased beaver he thought it was fabu-
lous. When he dropped it I confiscated and buried it. Around here he’d pull cardboard boxes (pizza, cereal 
etc.) from the recycling bin, chew off pieces and then bury the rest in the snow. In the spring the yard became 
colourful as they all reappeared. 

His most heinous crimes, however, were committed against our weekend neighbours. As their cabin was (and 
still is) up a hill and maybe 400 yards away, Wheeler had to do some reconnaissance to pull off these capers. 
He’d wait until they were off on the ATV or snowmobile, and then he’d stroll up the hill to see what had been 
left out on the picnic table. When he found something interesting he would dash back down the hill with his ill
-gotten gain. Shoes and shaving kits were his first couple scores. He didn’t chew them. Apparently he brought 
them so I would get some exercise by retuning them. How thoughtful. His two biggest “up the hill” thefts – his 
really grand larcenies – might have been eligible for the K9 Klepto Hall of Fame if he hadn’t been caught. 

The first. A Sunday afternoon. I noticed him rooting around in the dirt and leaves in the woods behind the 
house. Hmm. What now? Closer inspection revealed a partially buried book. From the Durham Regional Li-
brary. Double hmm. If I hadn’t been outside to see the attempted burial (maybe he was trying to save it for 
later?) that book would still be there and the worms would be reading what was left of it. The library police 
would have visited the neighbours. It would have been a real case of ‘the dog ate my homework’ and the mys-
tery would have gone unsolved since Wheeler had buried the body. I mean the book. 

The second. Another Sunday afternoon. I saw him way out in the yard with something silvery. Hmm. Closer 
inspection, (again) revealed a President’s Choice lasagna pan and wrapper. No lasagna. Double hmm. Up the 
hill I went, but the neighbours had already left. Probably because they were hungry. I bought a lasagna and 
threw it in my freezer. When I saw them a few weeks later they said thanks. 

They’d looked for it and when they couldn't’ find it they’d decided that maybe it was still at home and they’d 
only imagined taking it out of the cooler. 

Well, they gradually remembered to keep things out of Wheeler’s reach and his larcenous ways appeared to be 
waning. Maybe the lasagna theft was the canine equivalent of a successful diamond heist and he’d decided to 
retire? 

Then, one fine day, he came trotting home the proud bearer of – a deer skull with antlers. Hmm and double 
hmm at the same time. Where did that come from? A poacher’s pile? A predator’s kill? Neither one. The 
neighbour with the dwindling supply of gloves and moved and the new neighbours were moving in. Wheeler 
still included the house on his rounds. It turned out that they’d left some hunting trophies on-wait for it- the 
steps. 

Welcome to Wheeler’s neighbourhood. 
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Encounter of the Wild Kind                   

by Barb Bader 

 

As an amateur photography buff I am always on the look out for 

that ever illusive picture. I carry my camera with me wherever I go 

in the hopes of capturing that perfect shot. One bright sunny morn-

ing a couple of weeks ago on the way back from my coffee run 

and my morning walk, Duchess my King Charles Cavalier was 

sitting comfortable in the back seat of my car enjoying her ride. I 

was peacefully driving down Glamor Lk Rd. looking for any wild 

life I might be able to take a picture of, however, what happened 

next, I was totally not prepared for. As I was driving along I happened to look at my left side mirror and what I 

saw blew me away, there, coming up out of the forest was the most majestic, awesome moose I have ever seen 

and right behind him was another smaller one. My first thought was WOW how cool it that, however the next 

thing I knew they were running beside my car. They were within inches of my mirror and all I could see was 

this massive muscled wild moose filling both my side windows, it was a bit overwhelming to say the least. 

Now, what to do! What to do! I knew that if I hit the brakes I might frighten them and they might charge my 

car, if I sped up to try and get away from them I was not quite sure what they would do then. So while shaking 

like a leaf and hands frozen on the wheel I decided not to do anything, just keep on moving the same speed and 

travel up the road with the moose trotting beside me. After what seemed like an eternity both moose decided 

that maybe they would prefer to run through the forest instead of running with my car and they veered off the 

road and disappeared. Since I have shared my adventure of running with the wild life, the common question 

asked is “did you get a picture”, I tell you that taking that picture was the farthest thing from my mind, surviv-

ing with my car in tack was more like it. 

Worth Remembering 

“You can tell more about a person by what he says about others than you can by what others say 

about him.” - Leo Aikman 
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The Next Homestead 
 
by Andrew von Zuben 

bedrockandbrambles.blogspot.com 
 
 I was recently gifted an old brush cutting scythe. The 
brush cutter differs from the two other usual scythe 
blade types; the grass scythe and a medium sized 
blade for harvesting. They can still be bought at the 
odd hardware store, but it's nice to have an older one 
that's made from quality steel. I had been on the look-
out for one or two blades. There is a gas engine brush 
cutter here at home. We bought it when we moved in 
to tackle the forest and scrub that were threatening to 
consume the house. It certainly did a lot of work, but 
then so did the operator. There was also the changing 
of the cutting string and switching heads back and 
forth when a heavier metal cutting disk was needed. 
All in all, labour intensive. 
 
 Every once in a while, some lonely voice tries to 
climb over the din to point out the flaws in new tech-
nology. New and complex does not necessarily mean 
better and more efficient. Electricity and combustion 
engines are undoubtedly capable of doing a great deal 
of work, but employing them is not necessarily a 
benefit. 
More than ever before, the question of when and 
where to use electricity and petroleum needs to be 
carefully considered. 
 
 Applying motors and engines to accomplish work 
was originally intended to make hard jobs easier and 
faster. Chainsaws, for example, do an incredible 
amount of work compared to what needs to be exerted 
with hand powered saws. But let's be clear. The small 
electric chainsaws available for backyard work do not 
outperform a simple bow saw. Not only has technol-
ogy eased many burdens of labour, it has effectively 
eroded our skill sets and common sense. Blinded by 
marketing and driven by compulsive consumption, we 
purchase and use products that do not efficiently re-
place their older predecessors. 
 
 In the age of cheap energy, the consequence of energy 
consumption was never fully realized. Putting a motor 
on something as light and simple as a kitchen knife 
was fun and marketable. The added manufacturing 
needed contributed to an economy that was trying to 
keep everyone busy. Now that energy is precious and 
manufacturing jobs have left the country, it seems ri-

diculous to have a powered knife. In the meantime, 
many of the convenience gadgets have stripped us of 
our ability to use and maintain basic tools, and the in-
sidious implication is our failure to pass these skills to 
our children. 
 
 A scythe is much lighter, much more effective, and 
much more efficient method of brush and grass con-
trol. There is no fuel, other than the food required to 
power the user, and the manufacturing process and 
materials needed have a small ecological footprint. 
The scythe blade lasts a lifetime, and the handle (or 
snath) is widely available from renewable resources. 
The challenge when using a scythe is that two skills 
are required. There is a subtle art to the arc, when 
moving a scythe through the grass. This is a skill 
which must be learned; powered brush cutters and 
trimmers need only be swung wildly about. Also, the 
blade must be kept razor sharp, and touched up peri-
odically while working.  Though the work load is ac-
tually less than the powered counterpart when you fac-
tor in the infuriating string feed, or replacing dull 
brush blades. 
 
So, the next time you are using en electric device, or a 
combustion engine, consider the work that is being 
done for you. Consider what the previously non-
powered version was like. And consider whether or 
not technology is improving your life, or if it is simply 
eating away at your abilities, and squandering the re-
maining resources available to us.  

The members of Station 3 Highlands East Fire Dept. 

would like to congratulate Jordana Graham on    

completing the 6 month long Recruitment Course at 

the Eastern Ontario Fire Academy in Norlwood.  

Congratulations Jordana! 
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  The Gooderham Sky 

 

Summer time brings all the glory of the milky way high above us, 

stretching from horizon to horizon. For us amateur astronomers there 

is a host of deep sky objects embedded along the star fields of it's 

milky glow. From star clusters to nebula gases, all stages of a stars 

life cycle are represented. The milky way never ceases to amaze us.  

So what exactly are we looking at? We are really looking toward the 

centre of our own milky way galaxy. Every star you can see in our 

sky is belongs to our own galaxy and there's a lot of them. An esti-

mated 200 billion of them, some estimates go as high as 400 billion 

and there is a lot of space between them. 

Our nearest star is more than 3 year light years away, that's more 

than 18 trillion miles. When you consider that a beam of light travel-

ing at 300,000 km per second (186,000 miles per sec ) can travel 

around the whole earth more than 6 times in one second, it would 

take that same beam of light over 3 years to reach the nearest star. 

Our galaxy is basically a big flattened disc of stars with a whole 

bunch of something going on in the centre. From end to end it meas-

ures a 100,000 light-years, it bulges in the middle 16,000 light-years thick and out by us it's about 3,000 light-

years deep. We are sitting about 30,000 light-years from the centre of the galaxy and when we are looking due 

south at this time of the year, we are looking straight at the centre. 

The richness of the gases and dust particles that fill it block the light of billions of suns behind it causing the 

strange black rifts that cut through it. As we look east or west the number of stars drop off, the result of us 

looking above or below our galaxy. Our galaxy itself turns and one complete turn of it takes about 200 million 

years. 

Such scale and distance is absolutely mind boggling but what one astronomer realized in the early 20th century 

was even more mind boggling. Edwin Hubble discovered that some of the strange nebula of light were actually 

outside our own galaxy were really separate galaxies even more distant appearing so faint and dim that the dis-

tance to them would be measured in millions of light-years. When we look at these distant islands of stars 

through the telescope, we are looking past all our own milky way's stars and across an incredible void of rela-

tively empty space to the next enormous "island" of stars. For this discovery, the optical space telescope was 

named after him. 

Take some time to admire this majestic, natural wonder and if you have a pair of binoculars, any size, pan all 

around it, that extra light grasp will reveal thousands of more stars. 

 

Until next time, clear skies, 

Brian Mould  

What do these sentences have in common? 

“Do geese see God?” “ Too bad– I hid a boot.”  “We panic in a pew.” “Was it Eliot’s toilet I saw?”  

The above sentences are palindromes, meaning they can be spelled the same forward and backward. 
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Ward 3 Councillor’s Report prepared by Cec Ryall  

The good news is that the fire ban was lifted. The bad news is that it has not stopped raining long enough to 

toast marshmallows ever since. This has been a summer of extreme weather conditions. 

We are now in the process of spending the grant monies that we received. Things are taking longer to complete 

than we would like. However, we are taking time to find the right partners on some of our projects, which is 

enabling us to do more with the limited money that we have.  

Kinmount will be getting its third doctor in December. But even with that, the area needs another doctor and 

related medical personnel. The Highlands East Medical Centre, in Wilberforce, is now ready for occupancy 

and is equipped to house doctors, hygienists and a dentist. Go and visit it. You will be impressed. If you are 

interested in helping find those much needed medical people, please contact the municipality at (705) 448-

2981. We need your help. 

Most of the major work in Glamorgan Park is now completed. The outside of fire hall has been painted and the 

concrete truck staging pad has been repaired. The road from the McCausland Centre to County Road 507, 

along with its parking lots, has been re-surfaced. The furnace in the Gooderham Station 3 Fire Hall will be re-

placed shortly, as will the entry sign to Glamorgan Park. 

Within the next two weeks, the current Gooderham signs are going to be removed and work will start on in-

stalling the new ones. The final designs for the information centres to be built in Gooderham, Wilberforce and 

Cardiff is near completion and will be going out for quotation before the end of August. It is too early to deter-

mine what will be done with the beach and wharf in Gooderham. 

We have run into a few challenges in developing the municipally managed trail system. These are related to 

the terms included in the funding agreements. The good news is that it has not affected the upgrade of some of 

our existing trails, like the IB&O between Gooderham, Tory Hill and Wilberforce. Work has started to up-

grade and re-sign some of these trails, using the funding that we received through the HCDC. 

Thanks to your support, the Gooderham Community Bottle Drive, located at the Gooderham Tim-Br Mart, is 

having a terrific summer. The Gooderham Community Action Group is now looking at worthwhile projects to 

which this money can be applied. 

Gooderham will be turning 140 years young next year. That is quite an accomplishment and there is a group of 

people that would like celebrate the event. I will be contacting Heritage Canada and the province to find out 

what is available to help us do that. If you would like to be involved or have contacts that will help, please let 

me know. You don’t turn 140 every day. 

Bruce Smith and the Gooderham Timbr-Mart will be sponsoring a second public awareness seminar on the 

challenges of complying with the new heating and insulation requirements of section SB 12, of the Ontario 

Building Code. It is scheduled to be held at the McCausland Centre, in Gooderham, in late November. If 

you’re building in 2012, you should be there. More info will be available by the end of September. 

I hope that everyone enjoys the rest of the summer season. Be safe and remember that, although the fire ban 

has been lifted, a single spark can do a lot of damage if it is blown into the wrong place. 
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All Haliburton County Libraries are collecting pennies to help fund their CAP program. All donations will 

go towards keeping the  public access computers available. Your support would be appreciated. 
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The Gooderham Community Garden is sprouting! 

Thanks to our many community participants the garden is producing many delicious vegetables.  Many of 

which we are happy to donate back to the community free of charge.  If you are interested in tasting some of 

this fresh local produce be sure to check out the basket located at the Gooderham post office on a regular basis.  

Many people have already sampled our peas, peppers, beans, radishes, lettuce and zucchini.  Still to come as 

the season progress` you will see tomatoes, squash and possibly melon.   

We are planning to put the generous community donations towards seeds and soil for the next growing season.  

If you are interested in lending a hand in the garden (weeding, watering, etc.) you are more than welcome to 

contact Hugh McArthur at 705-447-0253.   

     Fire Ban Lifted 
 

The fire ban has recently been lifted, much to the relief of everyone who has been missing their bonfires and 

roasted marshmallows. It's difficult for cottagers and locals alike, who want that weekend experience of sitting 

around an outdoor fire, but we can all agree that safety must be our top priority. Small outdoor campfires can 

quickly get out of control, especially when left unattended. The fire you thought you put out, can easily flame 

up again with a gust of wind, if you've left some embers still burning. And what seems like a safe campfire on 

the beach can easily turn deadly if the wind blows sparks into a nearby dry area. 

The Gooderham Volunteer Fire Dept. was called out to 11 burn complaints during this fire ban. That's 11 times 

too many! The signs were posted and the alert fire ban message was on the town website 

(www.gooderhamontario.com). If you don't know whether or not you can burn - ask. Ask one of the local busi-

nesses, call the Municipal Office or check the website. And if you rent your cottage, let your renters know 

there is a ban in place, after all, it's your cottage - you don't want it burnt down. And it will be to your address 

that the fine is mailed to! And if you are having a bonfire and a neighbour tells you there's a ban in place - lis-

ten to them! Too many people purposely ignored the ban. Thankfully many good folks called 911 to report 

burn complaints. The firefighters would much rather respond to a burn complaint call than a dangerous bush 

fire or structure fire call. Some burn complaints were honest mistakes from people 

who genuinely didn't know there was a ban. But far too many were from people 

who just didn't care and that's what's disturbing. Gooderham is a beautiful place to 

live and to visit. Look at how many people spend their holidays here.                         

So we all have to be responsible and sacrifice a little bit to keep our area safe 

when we need to. 
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Contact Us: 

If you have a suggestion for an article or any com-

ments regarding the Gooderham Connection Newslet-

ter please contact either: Barb Bader –705 447-2207 or 

email Jennifer at goodhorner@bell.net 

The Gooderham Connection Newsletter welcomes all 

articles and contributions from the community. 

To advertise contact Barb Bader of the Gooderham 

Community Action Group. 

Archived issues can be viewed on line at 

www.gooderhamontario.com 

If you would like to receive this  newsletter by email, 

please contact Jennifer at above email address. 

Kids Corner   

Help the swimmer get the gold medal. 

What goes ‘Snap, Crackle, Squeak?’ 

Mice Krispies 

What did the buffalo say to his kid 

when he dropped him off at school? 

Bison 

Knock knock 

Who’s there? 

Owls say. 

Owls say who? 

Yep! 

Where did the king keep his armies? 

In his sleevies. 


